Whether you’re planning a facility for a small, single engine aircraft or a large, jumbo jet, Behlen expertise in hangar fabrication and construction is second to none. Behlen has been a major supplier of aircraft hangars for over 50 years, providing systems that clearly demonstrate why Behlen is the Value Choice of the industry.

At Behlen, Building Long-Term Relationships is more than a slogan. Your builder and the team at Behlen are dedicated to your building project’s success and your satisfaction.

Behlen has maintained ISO 9001 Certification since 1999 and is the first metal building manufacturer in the United States to achieve International Accreditation Service (IAS) AC472 Accreditation. IAS AC472 accreditation provides assurance that a metal building manufacturer and its staff have a world class quality system in place and have been thoroughly scrutinized by independent non-biased third party auditors.

Design Build

Authorized Behlen builders must be experienced and held in high regard by the construction industry to meet our qualifications. They are the best of the best. Your authorized Behlen builder will partner with you to develop a sound, well-defined budget and get the greatest return for your investment. You can handle the day-to-day needs of your business rather than deal with construction details.
S-Span System
S-Span System provides a highly efficient, innovative solution for large service hangars. When it comes to wide, open space, Behlen gives all the clear width you need, and you won’t find a cleaner interior.

The integrated roof/ceiling truss system blends a high performance structural design with the superior functionality of an all steel roof and ceiling. With all of the support strength formed into the corrugated steel wall panels, there are no interior frames to work around.

The S-Span roof systems can also dramatically reduce heating and cooling costs both in equipment and operation. In addition, S-Span Systems are virtually maintenance free. The result is an aesthetically pleasing, cost effective system.

Frame System
Frame System provides exceptional design flexibility and optimum performance. Behlen registered engineers design your building precisely to your needs. With a variety of framing options to choose from, Behlen systems meet your toughest building challenges. Building profile, sizes and design loading requirements may be exactly tailored to fit your needs. Choose from gabled or single slope designs.
What does it mean to do business with the Good Iron People?

- Your part of a culture where your business truly matters, and our Partners in Progress (employees) have a vested interest in helping you win in the marketplace.
- We believe in Mutual Trust and Respect and it shows in every building – every time.
- A drive for Value Added Customer Satisfaction. After all, it’s the cornerstone of our quality system.
- Dedicated Project Managers who oversee the entire process of your order through delivery.
- A determined “will to win” work ethic when it comes to helping our builders succeed.
- The lines of communication are always open and every team member is ready to take your call.
- Every Behlen Builder matters. We’re not a large conglomerate with multiple builder networks.
- Our experienced design team is willing to take on the challenges of complex building projects.
- We’re in it together and realize our success is dependent upon the success of our builders.